REFORM CLOTHING CO.

Initial Design

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE IN 2014.
Hoodie - Fleece:

INITIAL DESIGN 4 - OPTION 1

APPLICATIONS:
1. embroidery
2. badge
3. vinyl

*IMPORTANT: IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO CHANGE YOUR DESIGN APPLICATION, NO PROBLEM! PLEASE REFER TO THE LAST PAGE FOR ALL AVAILABLE OPTIONS.

RExM Clothing Co.
1300 885 927

Important: all of the intellectual property rights that subsist in the designs contained in this document are the exclusive property of Reform. These designs are only to be used and produced by Reform, and not by any competitor. If you copy or use our designs in any way (including if you send our designs to any competitor), you will be in breach of our intellectual property rights, and we reserve the right to institute legal proceedings to prevent any such breaches or to seek compensation for those breaches.

Free Delivery Australia Wide
Prices Include GST

QUANTITY 50+ $65.00
QUANTITY 25-49 $75.00
QUANTITY 10-24 $85.00

QUANTITY 50+
Free Delivery Australia Wide
Prices Include GST

QUANTITY 25-49
$75.00
QUANTITY 10-24
$85.00

FREE DELIVERY AUSTRALIA WIDE
PRICES INCLUDE GST

QUITTY 50+
$65.00

QUANTITY 25-49
$75.00
QUANTITY 10-24
$85.00

FREE DELIVERY AUSTRALIA WIDE
PRICES INCLUDE GST
Design Process:

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

WE WANT YOU TO LOVE YOUR DESIGN & OUR DESIGNERS WON’T REST UNTIL YOU & YOUR CLASSMATES ARE HAPPY

WIDE RANGE OF OPTIONS

Tell us your great ideas and our talented designers will create a wide range of design options for you to consider.

*Remember, if you’d like your school crest or class list incorporated into your design, now is the time to email the files through to us.

SHOW YOUR CLASSMATES

Present your designs to your fellow classmates and get their feedback.

Let us know what they think and request as many changes as you desire.

STILL NOT HAPPY? NO PROBLEM!

We want you to love your design so we are happy to continue to refine your design, not resting until you are 100% satisfied with the result!

ALL THE HARD WORK IS NOW ALL DONE!

When you have the perfect design let us know and we will post it on our ‘Online Ordering’ website for you to approve and begin the online process of collecting sizes and nickname details.

Now sit back, and let us do the rest!
Application Options:

CHOOSE FROM OUR WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS BELOW.

SCREEN PRINTING
*Available on Fleece Hoodies, Fleece Varsity Cardigan, Fleece Varsity Jacket, Fleece Sweater, Reversibles, R12 Track Jacket Fleece, Tee, Polo, Singlet

EMBROIDERY
*Available on all garments

BADGE
*Available on all garments

VINYL NICKNAME
*Not available on any Knitted Garments, Genuine & Faux Leather Varsity Jackets & Sublimated Garments

EMBROIDERY NICKNAME
*Available on all garments

INSIDE LINING
*Available on Genuine & Faux Leather Varsity Jackets, Fleece Varsity Cardigan, R12 Track Jackets, Original Varsity Jacket Satin Lining

SUBLIMATION
*Available on all Reversibles, R12 50/50 Track Jacket, Sub Rugby, Sub Polo, Sub Tee & Sub Singlet

Important: all of the intellectual property rights that subsist in the designs contained in this document are the exclusive property of Reform. These designs are only to be used and produced by Reform, and not by any competitor. If you copy or use our designs in any way (including if you send our designs to any competitor), you will be in breach of our intellectual property rights, and we reserve the right to institute legal proceedings to prevent any such breaches or to seek compensation for those breaches.